Soccer beats Trinity

By Martin Dickau

The MIT Engineers soccer team broke into the win column Saturday afternoon, defeating visiting Trinity College from Hartford 2-1 in what was probably the Engineers' best game of the season.

The Engineers opened the scoring just under thirteen minutes into the game when a shot taken by Ali Borhan '83 was deflected by Trinity goalie John Simons right to the waiting Steve Pomeroy '83 who booted it past the fallen Simons. Simons and MIT goalie Sang Han '83 then shot down the scoring, with Han coming up with some very impressive saves late in the half to preserve MIT's lead.

With just over four minutes remaining in the half, however, Trinity's Mark Lee took a shot at the ball into the other corner past a one corner of the net, collected his own rebound, and then shot the ball into the other corner past a scrambling Han.

In the second half, with the score knotted 1-1, the Engineers regained their momentum and easily put it past the diving Simons.

Front of Trinity net headed the ball in toward the goal, forcing Simons to commit himself. The shot never reached Simons, however, as it was intercepted by John English '83, who quickly headed the ball to where Simons was not.

As a result, Mike Herzwitz, a Trinity fullback, was forced to catch the ball at the goal mouth. This gave MIT a penalty kick. John Bossa '85, a Greater Boston conference All-Star, took the kick and easily put it past the diving Han. (Please turn to page 11)

Village Laundry Land

Self Service Coin-Op Laundromat

Grand Opening 268 Brookline St. Cambridge Between Central Square and B.U. Bridge

Daily 8am to 10pm

COTTON TURTLENECK JERSEYS — 6.95
31 COLORS

LEVI'S

LEE'S

FATIGUE PANTS — 10.95

CENTRAL WAR SURPLUS

433 MASS AVE. Central Square Cambridge

REFRESHER COURSE.

You've burned the midnight oil and cracked more books than you care to remember. The work is done. The papers are in. So now you take a refresher course. The subject is cold Dos Equis beer. The Uncommon Import. Study a frosty glass. You'll learn it has a rich, amber color unlike any beer. Now test that big, bold flavor. You've got to admit, Dos Equis is in a class all by itself.

DOS EQUIS

Amber and Special Lager